For MAX SAT, which is a well-known NP-hard problem, many approximation algorithms have been proposed. Two types of best approximation algorithms for MAX SAT were proposed by Asano and Williamson: one with best proven performance guarantee 0.7846 and the other with performance guarantee 0.8331 if the performance guarantee of the Zwick's algorithm for MAX SAT is as conjectured. Both algorithms are based on their sharpened analysis of Goemans and Williamson's LP-relaxation for MAX SAT. In this paper, we present an improved analysis which is simpler than the previous analysis. Furthermore, algorithms based on this analysis will play a role as a better building block in designing an improved approximation algorithm for MAX SAT. Actually we show an example that algorithms based on this analysis lead to approximation algorithms with performance guarantee 0.7877 and conjectured performance guarantee 0.8353 which are slightly better than the best known corresponding performance guarantees 0.7846 and 0.8331, respectively.
Introduction
MAX SAT, one of the most well-studied NP-hard problems, is stated as follows: given a set of clauses with weights, find a truth assignment that maximizes the sum of the weights of the satisfied clauses. More precisely, an instance of MAX SAT is defined by (C, w), where C is a set of boolean clauses, each clause C ∈ C being a disjunction of literals and having a positive weight w(C). Let X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } be the set of boolean variables in the clauses of C. A literal is a variable x ∈ X or its negationx. For simplicity we let x n+i =x i (x i =x n+i ) for 1 i n. Thus, X = {x | x ∈ X} = {x n+1 , x n+2 , . . . , x 2n } and X ∪X = {x 1 , . . . , x 2n }. We assume that no literals with the same variable appear more than once in a clause in C. For each x i ∈ X, let x i = 1 (x i = 0, resp.) if x i is true (false, resp.). Then, x n+i =x i = 1 − x i and a clause C j = x j 1 ∨ x j 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x j k j ∈ C can be considered to be a function on x = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) ∈ {0, 1} 2n . Thus, C j = C j (x) = 0 or 1 for any truth assignment x ∈ {0, 1} 2n with x i + x n+i = 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and C j is satisfied if C j (x) = 1. The value of a truth assignment x is defined to be
w(C j )C j (x).
That is, the value of x is the sum of the weights of the clauses in C satisfied by x. Thus, the goal of MAX SAT is to find an optimal truth assignment (i.e., a truth assignment of maximum value). We will also use MAX kSAT, a restricted version of the problem in which each clause has at most k literals. MAX SAT is known to be NP-hard and many approximation algorithms for it have been proposed. Håstad [7] has shown that no approximation algorithm for MAX SAT can achieve performance guarantee better than 7 8 unless P = NP . On the other hand, Asano and Williamson [1] have presented a 0.7846-approximation algorithm and an approximation algorithm whose performance guarantee is 0.8331 if a conjectured performance guarantee of 0.7977 is true in Zwick's algorithm [10] . Both algorithms are based on their sharpened analysis of Goemans and Williamson's LP-relaxation for MAX SAT [4] .
In this paper, we present an improved analysis which is simpler than the previous analysis by Asano and Williamson [1] . Furthermore, we show that this analysis will lead to approximation algorithms with better performance guarantees if combined with other approximation algorithms which were (or will be) presented. Actually, algorithms based on this analysis lead to approximation algorithms with performance guarantee 0.7877 and conjectured performance guarantee 0.8353 which are slightly better than the best known corresponding performance guarantees 0.7846 and 0.8331, respectively, if combined with the MAX 2SAT and MAX 3SAT algorithms by Halperin and Zwick [6] and Zwick's algorithm [10] . Thus, algorithms based on this analysis will be used as a building block in designing an improved approximation algorithm for MAX SAT.
To explain our result in more detail, we briefly review the 0.75-approximation algorithm of Goemans and Williamson based on the probabilistic method [4] . Let
That is, x p is obtained by setting independently each variable x i ∈ X to be true with probability p i (and the probability that x n+i =x i is 1 is 1 − p i ). Then the probability that a clause C j = x j 1 ∨ x j 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x j k j ∈ C is satisfied by the random truth assignment
Thus, the expected value of the random truth assignment x p is
The probabilistic method assures that there is a truth assignment x q ∈ {0, 1} 2n of value at least F C (x p ). Such a truth assignment x q can be obtained by the method of conditional probabilities [4] . Using an IP (integer programming) formulation of MAX SAT and its LP (linear programming) relaxation, Goemans and Williamson [4] obtained an algorithm for finding a random truth assignment x p of value F C (x p ) at least
where x * is an optimal LP solution to (C, w), W * k = C∈C k w(C)C(x * ) (C k denotes the set of clauses in C with exactly k literals), F C (x * ) = W * = k 1 W * k and e is the base of natural logarithm. Note that, for an optimal truth assignment x of (C, w) and
Goemans and Williamson also obtained a 0.75-approximation algorithm by using a hybrid approach of combining the above algorithm with Johnson's algorithm [8] . It finds a random truth assignment of value at least where
for k 2. Actually, they obtained a 0.7846-approximation algorithm by combining this algorithm with known MAX kSAT algorithms [2, 5, 9] . They also proposed a generalization of this algorithm which finds a random truth assignment
They showed that if this is combined with Zwick's MAX SAT algorithm of conjectured performance guarantee 0.7977 [10] then it leads to an approximation algorithm with performance guarantee 0.8331. In this paper, we show that another generalization of the non-hybrid algorithms of Goemans and Williamson finds a random truth assignment x p with value F C (x p ) at least
for k 3 and k > k > k . We also present another algorithm which finds a random truth assignment x p with value
A parametrized version of this will be used to obtain a 0.8353-approximation algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review the algorithms of Goemans and Williamson [4] and Asano and Williamson [1] . In Section 3 we give our main results and their proofs. In Section 4 we outline improved approximation algorithms for MAX SAT based on our main results.
MAX SAT Algorithms of Goemans and Williamson
Goemans and Williamson considered the following LP relaxation (GW ) of MAX SAT [4] :
In this formulation, variables y = (y i ) correspond to the literals {x 1 , . . . , x 2n } and variables z = (z j ) correspond to the clauses C. Thus, variable y i = 1 if and only if x i = 1. Similarly, z j = 1 if and only if C j is satisfied. The first set of constraints implies that one of the literals in a clause must be true if the clause is satisfied and thus IP formulation of this (GW ) with y i ∈ {0, 1} (∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n}) and z j ∈ {0, 1} (∀C j ∈ C) exactly corresponds to MAX SAT.
Throughout this paper, let (y * , z * ) be an optimal solution to this LP relaxation (GW ) of MAX SAT. Goemans and Williamson set each variable x i to be true with probability y * i . Then a clause C j = x j 1 ∨ x j 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x j k j is satisfied by this random truth assignment x p = y * with probability
Thus, the expected value F (y * ) of y * obtained in this way satisfies
where
Thus, this is a 0.632-approximation algorithm for MAX SAT, since (1 − 1 e ) ≈ 0.632. Goemans and Williamson [4] also considered three other non-linear randomized rounding algorithms. In the th algorithm ( = 1, 2, 3), each variable x i is set to be true with probability f (y * i ) defined as follows:
Note that f (y * i ) + f (y * n+i ) = 1 holds for = 1, 2 and that f 3 (y * i ) has to be chosen to satisfy
They then proved that all the random truth assignments [1] sharpened the analysis of Goemans and Williamson to provide more precise bounds on the probability of a clause C j = x j 1 ∨ x j 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x j k with k literals being satisfied (and thus on the expected weight of satisfied clauses in C k ) by the random truth assignment x p = f (y * ) for each k (and = 1, 2). From now on, we assume by symmetry,
and we can set x :=x if necessary. They considered clause C j = x 1 ∨x 2 ∨· · ·∨x k corresponding to the constraint y 1 +y 2 +· · ·+y k z j in the LP relaxation (GW ) of MAX SAT, and gave a bound on the ratio of C j (f (y * )) to z * j , where C j (f (y * )) is the probability of clause C j being satisfied by the random truth assignment x p = f (y * ) ( = 1, 2). Actually, they analyzed parametrized functions f a 1 and f a 2 with 1 2 a 1 defined as follows:
Note that
and
Then their results are summarized as follows.
Proposition 2.1 (Asano and Williamson [1]). For
) and the following statements hold:
k holds for all k 3 and for all a with
Main results and their proofs
Asano and Williamson did not consider a parametrized function of f 3 . In this section we consider a parametrized function f a 3 of f 3 and show that it has better performance than f a 1 and f a 2 . Furthermore, its analysis (proof) is simpler. We also consider a generalization of both f a 1 and f a 2 . For 1 2 a 1, let f a 3 be defined as follows:
We can also write f a 3 as f a √ e 2 = 0.82436 . . . , the probability of C j = x 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x k ∈ C being satisfied by the random truth assignment
Thus, the expected value
Theorem 3.2. For 3 4 a 1, the probability of C j = x 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x k ∈ C being satisfied by the random truth assignment
Thus, the expected value F (f a 4 (y * )) of 
since g(y) is decreasing and g(1 − y) g( 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Noting that clause
in the LP relaxation (GW ) of MAX SAT, we will show that
since otherwise (y * , z * ) would not be an optimal solution to the LP relaxation (GW ) of MAX SAT (if y * k > z * j then (y * , z ) with z j = y * k and z j = z * j (j = j ) would also be a feasible solution to (GW ) and 
where the first inequality follows by 4a 2 1 and inequality (11) , and the second inequality follows from the fact that 1 −
is a non-negative concave function in 0 z * j 1. 
since z * j 1. Thus, we can assume y * [1] . In this sense, proofs may be a little complicated; however, they can be done in a systematic way. Here, we will give only a proof of Theorem 3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3 is almost similar.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. For a clause
as described in Proof of Theorem 3.1, we will show that by Eq. (7). Thus, C j (f a 4 (y * )) = f a 4 (y * 1 ) ay * 1 az * j = a 1 z * j by inequality (11). Next suppose k 2. We consider three cases as follows. Case 1: y * k 1 − y a ; Case 2: 1 − y a < y * k y a ; and Case 3: y a y * k 1.
where the first inequality follows by the arithmetic/geometric mean inequality, the second by inequality (11), and third
Let be the number such that y * < 1 − y a y * +1 and let 1, + 2, . . . , k) . Thus, we have
First suppose = 0. Then, for the same reason as in Case 1 and by the fact that 1 −
non-negative concave function in 0 z * j 1, we have
Next suppose > 0. Then we have
. Thus, we have
Otherwise (i.e. if y B z * j ), we have
by inequality (11) , where g(
with y B z * j . Thus, for k − 2, we have
by y B z * j and g(y B ) g(z * j ). Thus, in either case, we have
is a non-negative concave function in 0 z * j 1. Note also that
is increasing with k − 2 for 1, 2, . . . , k) and
Thus, we can assume
is a non-negative concave function in 0 z * j 1.
Improved approximation algorithms
In this section, we present an outline of our improved approximation algorithms for MAX SAT. Our algorithms are based on a hybrid approach and use a semidefinite programming relaxation of MAX SAT which is a combination of ones given by Goemans and Williamson [5] , Halperin and Zwick [6] , and Zwick [10] . More specifically, our algorithms pick the best solution returned by the four algorithms corresponding to (1) f a ( = 3, 4) in Goemans and Williamson's LP relaxation [4] , (2) MAX 2SAT algorithm of Halperin and Zwick [6] , (3) MAX 3SAT algorithm of Halperin and Zwick [6] , and (4) Zwick's MAX SAT algorithm with conjectured performance guarantee 0.7977 [10] .
We give some notation needed to describe the formulation and the formulation itself in Section 4.1. We then give our algorithms in Section 4.2. The analysis of our algorithms is presented in Section 4.3.
MAX SAT relaxation
Our improved approximation algorithms use the same MAX SAT relaxation in Fig. 1 given by Asano and Williamson [1] . We briefly explain the notation used in the formulation. i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n) . Thus, we will not distinguish between semidefinite programming and vector programming. (AW ) is a valid relaxation of the MAX SAT problem, which can be seen as follows. The first set of constraints (13) corresponds to the set of LP relaxation constraints and implies that if C j = 1 (i.e., z j = 1) then one of the literals in C j is true. Similarly, the set of constraints (14) implies that z j = 1 if one of the literals in C j is true. For a clause
as defined in Karloff and Zwick [9] . Then the next two sets of constraints (15) and (16) represent each MAX SAT clause by sets of MAX 2SAT and MAX 3SAT clauses, respectively. More specifically, for a clause C j = x j 1 ∨ x j 2 ∨ · · · ∨ x j k j with k j 3, P j denotes the set of all possible clauses C with two literals in C j (e.g., if C j = x ∨ y ∨ z then P j = {x ∨ y, x ∨ z, y ∨ z}). Similarly, for k j 4, Q j denotes the set of all possible clauses C with three literals in C j (e.g.,
For simplicity, we use P j = C j if C j is a clause with two literals and Q j = C j if C j is a clause of three literals. If any literal in C j ∈ C k is set true, then at least k − 1 length 2 clauses in P j are true and at least is used in Feige and Goemans [2] and fg(i 1 , i 2 , i 3 ) − 1 is a valid constraint for all 0 i 1 < i 2 < i 3 n. The number of constraints in Zwick [10] becomes too large to give explicitly (although still polynomially sized) and Asano and Williamson [1] write these constraints as Canon(v, z) b.
Thus, (AW ) can be considered to be a relaxation of MAX SAT, which is a combination of an LP relaxation, and MAX 2SAT, MAX 3SAT, and MAX SAT relaxations based on semidefinite programming.
Algorithm
Our algorithms for MAX SAT find an optimal solution (V * , z * ) to the SDP (AW ) where V * = (v * 0 , v * 1 , . . . , v * 2n ) and use it to produce four different solutions based on Algorithms (1)-(4) described below. We then output the best solution of the four.
Algorithm ( 2 ) ( = 3, 4) for a specified value of a. Algorithm (2) Use a random truth assignment corresponding to MAX 2SAT algorithm given by Halperin and Zwick [6] . Algorithm (3) Use a random truth assignment corresponding to MAX 3SAT algorithm given by Halperin and Zwick [6] . Algorithm (4) Use a random truth assignment corresponding to the MAX SAT algorithm given by Zwick [10] .
Analysis
We now turn to the proof of the following theorem. 
This theorem implies that we have a 0.7877-approximation algorithm for MAX SAT. Furthermore, if Zwick's algorithm behaves as conjectured, we obtain a 0.8353-approximation algorithm for MAX SAT. and at least 0.9197z *
